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A Linear Optimization Approach for Achieving
Flow Fairness in Unicast and Multicast Networks

Homayoun Yousefi’zadeh, Member IEEE Fatemeh Fazel Hamid Jafarkhani, Senior Member IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present an analytical solution to the
general problem of flow control for both unicast and multicast IP
networks. Relying on the so-called max-min flow fairness metric,
we formulate a pair of centralized and decentralized convex opti-
mization problems that can be analytically solved with quadratic
and linear complexities respectively. Utilizing the solution to the
decentralized optimization problem, we then propose a flow con-
trol algorithm requiring no per flow state information. The pro-
posed algorithm can be implemented by merely making use of a
simple Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) marking scheme
to convey minimum per link flow fairness information to the end
nodes. Relying on the results of our current work, we also address
the flow control issue of distributing real-time multimedia traffic
across multicast IP networks.

Index Terms— Unicast IP Networks, Multicast IP Networks,
Heterogeneity, Inter-Session Fairness, Flow Control, Max-Min
Fairness, Optimality, ECN Marking, Layered Media Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the past decade, multicasting techniques have been in
widespread use for communication networking applications

as efficient means of network resource sharing. However, uti-
lizing multicasting techniques has introduced significant techni-
cal challenges at different levels. Enforcing inter-session (flow)
fairness among a set of competing flows is one of the most
important challenges of utilizing multicasting techniques. For
the lack of any built-in flow fairness support in UDP and due
to the fact that multicast sessions are typically built on top of
UDP, achieving flow fairness in hybrid unicast and multicast
networks is in fact a complex task.

Reviewing the literature of multicasting applications reveals
that some significant protocols have been proposed within the
context of streaming media. Utilizing streaming media over
multicast IP networks was first proposed by Deering et al. [9].
Following the work of Deering et al., replicated media streams
approach first presented by Cheung et al. [5] within the context
of DSG protocol and layered media streams approach first pro-
posed by McCanne et al. [27] in the context of RLM protocol
as well as Li et al. [22] in the context of rate control aspect
of LVMR protocol are some of the most well-known protocols
in this area. While none of these protocols in their original
forms dealt with inter-session (flow) fairness, Rubenstein et al.
[33] and some follow on research articles later showed that uti-
lizing multiple transmission rates as proposed previously im-
proves network fairness properties within the context of max-
min fairness.

The authors are with the Center for Pervasive Communications at the Electri-
cal and Computer Engineering Department of University of California, Irvine;
e-mail: [hyousefi,fazelsar,hamdij]@uci.edu.

With the above introduction, we clarify that the main focus
of this research work is to develop inter-session (flow) fairness
algorithms relying on the concept of max-min fairness. Such
algorithms have to offer low complexity solutions that can be
obtained in real time considering the delay constraints of com-
munication networking applications. Further, such algorithms
have to address the co-existence issues of unicast and multicast
flows.

In what follows, we briefly review related flow control work
in the context of our current research work. The original TCP
flow control was discussed by Jacobson [16] and further en-
hanced by Floyd et al. [11]. Addressing flow and rate control
problems were also considered in the literature of media mul-
ticasting, for example, by Li et al. in [23] and Wang et al. in
[37]. In the recent years, proposition of ECN (Explicit Conges-
tion Notification) marking techniques proposed by Ramakrish-
nan et al. in [28] and by Lapsley et al. in [20] has brought the
promise of practical deployment of effective flow and conges-
tion control mechanisms for the existing Internet infrastructure.
In addition, applications of control and optimization theories
as described by [3], [6], [7], [12], [13], [17], [30], [32] have
shed light on the general problem of flow control in computer
communication networks. Although leading to rather different
flow control strategies, the key promise of most of the recent
results is to maximize a set of utility functions pertaining to the
benefit of various network entities while potentially considering
pricing issue. Another closely related literature approach to our
current topic advocates a game-theoretic approach as described
by [26] and [19] in which reaching a stable Nash equilibrium
solution is desired.

In this study, we pay special attention to the results of Athu-
raliya et al. [1], [2], Graves et al. [15], Kelly et al. [18], Low
et al. [25], Kunniyur et al. [19], Ramakrishnan et al. [28], and
Sarkar et al. [34]. Our formulation of the flow control problem
is best categorized under the optimization flow control tech-
niques. It is hence aiming at maximizing a global and a per link
set of utility functions defined over the complete path of unicast
and multicast trees.

More specifically, our formulation of the flow control prob-
lem is a convex optimization problem defined over a set of
piecewise linear utility functions. The main advantage of utiliz-
ing such a set of utility functions compare to the previously pro-
posed nonlinear utility functions is simplicity. Not only appeal-
ing from the complexity stand point, our technique can also sat-
isfy important characteristics of well-behaved algorithms such
as guaranteed existence, boundedness, stability, and scalability.
Considering practicality, the resulting proposed algorithm can
be implemented in real-time by merely taking advantage of a
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simple binary ECN marking mechanism currently under review
by IETF [28].

In summary, our solution to the formulation of the flow con-
trol problem identifies maximum achievable fair rates for indi-
vidual unicast and multicast sessions sharing the same underly-
ing network infrastructure. An outline of the paper follows. In
Section II, we formulate and analytically solve a pair of global
and per link optimal flow control problems relying on the so-
called max-min fairness metric. Our solutions to these prob-
lems are capable of addressing inter-session fairness issue in
order to specify a fair assignment of the available bandwidth
among a set of competing unicast or multicast flows. In Section
III, we describe a decentralized implementation of our per link
flow control solution relying on a simple ECN marking mech-
anism. We note that the implementation of this section does
not require storing any per flow state information in individual
links. In this section, we also discuss the implications of ap-
plying our flow control problem to both unicast and multicast
sessions. In Section IV, we utilize the the results of our flow
control work to satisfy the real-time requirements of layered
and replicated media systems over multicast IP networks. In
Section V, we numerically validate our analytical results. Fi-
nally, Section VI includes a discussion of concluding remarks
and future work.

II. FLOW CONTROL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we focus on a pair of optimal flow control
problems and their solutions. We start from a centralized global
formulation of the problem aiming at guaranteeing inter-session
fairness among competing unicast and multicast flows utilizing
the set of links over an existing network topology. We then
move on to a decentralized local formulation of the problem
relying on the concept of max-min fairness and compare the
two methods regarding complexity and overall fairness issues.

In order to formulate both centralized and decentralized
problems, we rely on the max-min fairness concept of [4]
defined below.

Definition 2.1: A bandwidth allocation scheme among a
number of competing flows is max-min fair if no flow can be
allocated a higher bandwidth without reducing the allocation
of another flow with an equal or a lower rate.

�
Intuitively, max-min fair allocation implies that for a number
of competing flows over an existing network topology, each
flow should be able to receive a “fair share” of the available
bandwidth. If a flow cannot fully utilize its fair share due to a
limitation imposed by another link, then the residual bandwidth
of that flow is split fairly among other flows.

A. Centralized Flow Control Problem

Using the above notion of max-min fairness, we formulate a
convex optimization problem by means of defining a per flow
fairness utility with the objective of maximizing the sum of util-
ities over the set of links of a given network topology.

Assume � flows are sharing a set of links � over a particular
network topology. Further, assume that the capacity of link �

where ����� is specified by �	� . Each flow 
 has a maximum
required bandwidth denoted by �� . Depending on the char-
acteristics of flow 
 the term ��� could vary from a minimum
guaranteed available bandwidth for a restricted flow to the full
capacity of the bottleneck link over a unicast or multicast path
for an unrestricted flow. Hence, assigning a bandwidth higher
than the requested value � � to flow 
 leads to capacity wastage
of the set of links utilized by flow 
 due to the fact that flow 

cannot utilize more than its maximum required bandwidth. In
accordance with the latter assumption, we select the following
concave utility function 1 to represent the fairness of individual
flows. � ������������������� � �� �! " ��� #%$'&( &  �)�+*,�-�"  � �+. � � (1)

Fig. 1 illustrates sample drawings of such a utility function.

Fig. 1. Sample drawings of the utility function /�0�132!054 for flows 687�9;:=<�>;?
with maximum required bandwidth @A0 .

Assuming an ordered set of bandwidth requirements��B  �-C  'D;D'DE ��F such that �B�*��-CG*IH3H�HJ*���F , our for-
mulation of the global flow control problem is now described
in the form of the following optimization problem.�-KML$ONQPSRSRSR P $OT U�EVXW FU �3Y B[Z ��� � � ��� � �\^]`_^acb'dEe8fhg-i FU ��Y B Z ���X�)�	*,�j�lk^������mBn*o�)Cp*qH;H'H`*r�mF (2)

where � is the total number of flows over the network topology,� � is the capacity of link � , � � ��� � � is the utility function defined
in Equation (1), and Z ��� is the weighting function defined below
indicating whether link � is utilized by flow 
 .

Z ��� � # "  �tsvu gMw 
 ]^e �3x���y b'z x3���`{8�|  g!e~}`b;�~w � z�b (3)�
The function �p�'����!����� defined over the convex set ������� is called

concave if �X2 � <52X�j7�� and ����J��: the inequality ��1���2 �!� 1�:����`4�2X�=4m��`��132 � 4 � 1�:����`4���1�2X�=4 holds.
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We also note that a flow priority mechanism can be easily im-
plemented by using values other than

"
in Equation (3). Re-

minding the fact that the summation operation preserves con-
cavity, the problem of (2) is categorized under constraint convex
optimization problems with piecewise linear objective func-
tions. We can easily convert the problem of (2) to a standard
linear programming (LP) problem as the result of replacing
the second linear piece in the saturation area by a new con-
straint. The equivalent standard linear programming problem is
expressed as �-KML$ N PSRSRSR P $ T FU ��Y B�� �)� � �� � �\�]`_^acb d=e+f�g-i FU ��Y B Z ���X���+*,�j�lk^������ � *o� � k�
	�¢¡ "  'D;D;D= �h£� � *o� �3¤ B¥k�
j�¢¡ "  ;D;D'DE �¦ " £ (4)

where � �§�©¨ �EVXW Z ��� with 
��ª¡ "  ;D;D'DE �h£ . We now note
the LP problem of (4) can be solved relying on one of the
few existing methods such as the revised Simplex method, LU-
decomposition method, or sparse Bartel-Golub method as de-
scribed in [14] and [31]. Depending on the choice of algorithm
and numerical applicability, the average complexity of solving
the LP problem of (4) is in an order ranging from «�¬�®�¯±°X�[� C �
to «�����O¯�°X�[�c²'� where  is the number of links over the network
topology � . It is in order to mention that the above formulation
of the global flow control problem is in fact implementing a pri-
ority mechanism in which the flow weights are set proportional
to the number of end nodes links traversed by the flow. Despite
the fact there may be other considerations for implementing
flow priorities such as the number of flow end nodes, the final
formulation of the problem nevertheless comes down to (4) for
a different choice of the weighting functions ¡ � B  ;D'D;DE � F £ . It
is also important to note that the solution to the problem for-
mulation of (4) tends to follow max-min fairness property of
definition of 2.1 if � B�B . D'D;D . � F�-F (5)

This is a design consideration that can be offset by relative im-
portance of priority over max-min fairness.

B. Decentralized Flow Control Problem

Considering the need for accessing global state information
among the set of links of a given network topology as well as
the complexity of the solution to the global problem above, we
reduce the global problem into a set of per link flow control
optimization problems. The set of per link problems can then
be solved independently and with a linear complexity for both
unicast and multicast flows and without requiring to access any
state information among the links of a given topology. Not
requiring to access state information, however, comes in ex-
change for potential under or over estimation of flow fair shares
yielding to sub-optimality. The latter is due to the fact that a

fair share calculated for a flow at a link may be subject to ex-
tra limitations or relaxations imposed by another link. Conse-
quently, the other flows of the first link could be assigned higher
or lower fair shares by taking advantage of the unused portion
of the bandwidth assigned to the first flow or having to give up
a portion of their bandwidth.

We also note that although our simplified approach can be
independently utilized for network links accommodating both
unicast and multicast sessions, there are additional implemen-
tation considerations that need to be addressed in case of mul-
ticast networks. We will address the latter issues in the next
section. Prior to proceeding with expressing simplified formu-
lation of the flow control problem and its solution, we point
out that our simplified approach calls for detecting a per flow
bottleneck introducing minimum available fair share to a spe-
cific flow. In the next section, we propose a simple ECN mark-
ing technique to detect and convey bottleneck link information
to the end nodes of a session. With the description provided
above, we now focus on the formulation of the per link flow
control problem and the corresponding solution.

Assume � flows are sharing a link with bandwidth capacity� . Each flow 
 has a maximum required bandwidth � � . Relying
on the definition of the convex utility function of (1) and assum-
ing an ordered set of bandwidth requirements ��B  ��C  ;D'D;DE �-Fsuch that � B *³� C *´H3H�H�*µ� F , our per link formulation of
the flow control problem is now described in the form of the
following optimization problem.�-KML$MN~PSRSRSR P $OT FU ��Y B � � ��� � �\�]`_^acb d=ejf�g�i FU ��Y B � � *¶��mB�*o��C�*·H'H;H`*,��F (6)

where � is the number of competing flows over a link, � is
the capacity of the link, and

� �¬���)��� is the utility function of
flow 
 as defined in Equation (1). We observe that solving per
link optimization problem of (6) does not require accessing
any state information. Reminding the fact that the summation
operation preserves concavity, the problem of Equation (6)
is categorized under constraint convex optimization problems
with piecewise linear objective functions. The problem can
be solved utilizing a similar approach as the one utilized in
the previous subsection and noting the fact that Condition (5)
holds. Rather than relying on the approach of the previous
subsection, we select water-filling approach in order to find the
unique solution of the problem with a lower complexity while
satisfying Definition 2.1. We express the water-filling solution
to the constraint optimization problem of (6) as follows.

Case 1: If �¹¸�¨ F��Y B ���� � ��� �  " *,
	*,� (7)

Case 2: If �¹º ¨ F��Y B � ��)���%» �-�  " *,
	*�¼½+¾ ¨G¿À®Á N ( ÀF ¾mÂ  ¼�¯ " *o
	*¶� (8)
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where ��� is the bandwidth assigned to the 
 -th flow and ¼ satis-
fies the following condition� Â * ½+¾ ¨G¿& ÁXÃ ( &F ¾mÂ *o� Â ¤ B (9)| * ¼ *��¦ "
for ��Ä�§� |

. Appendix I proves that the water-filling solution
of Equation (8) is, in fact, the optimal solution to the constraint
optimization problem of (6).

We observe that the water-filling approach of Equation
(8) starts by dividing the bandwidth equally among all of
the � flows until the first flow reaches its maximum required
bandwidth �B , then it fixes the assigned bandwidth for the
first flow to �B and divides the remaining bandwidth among
the remaining flows equally, and so on. Consequently, the
flows that have reached their saturation regions receive their
maximum requested bandwidth while the other flows receive
equal shares of the remaining bandwidth guaranteed not to
be less than the assigned shares of flows in their saturation
regions. The method hence satisfies Definition 2.1 of max-min
fairness. To clarify the above discussion consider the following
examples.

Example 2.1 Assume three flows are sharing a link with
capacity �I�ÆÅ`HSÇ�È�É�ÊmË . In addition, assume that the max-
imum bandwidth requested by each of the three flows is as
follows.�B�� | H Ì�Í�È�É�ÊmË  �-C�� " È�É�ÊmË  � ² �Î°AÈ�É�ÊmË
According to the algorithm stated above, first we have to find
the value of ¼ . From (9), we observe that the inequality holds
for ¼�·° . Consequently, Equation (8) introduces the fair band-
width assignment as� � � ÏÐ Ñ | H Ì�Í�È�É�ÊmË  
8� "" È�É�ÊmË  
8�·°" H ÒXÅAÈ�É�ÊmË  
8�ÎÅ
We note that the distribution of the bandwidth is max-min fair.�
Example 2.2 Assume four flows are sharing a link with
capacity ��� " | È�É�ÊmË . In addition, assume that the maximum
bandwidth requested by each of the four flows is as follows.�BA� " È�É�ÊmË  ��C��·°�È�É�Ê�Ë  � ² �GÇ�È�É�ÊmË  �JÓÔ�qÍjÈ�ÉÕÊ�Ë
According to the algorithm stated above, first we have to find
the value of ¼ . From (9), it is not hard to observe that the in-
equality holds for ¼��Æ° . Consequently, Equation (8) intro-
duces the fair bandwidth assignment as

� � � ÏÖÖÐ ÖÖÑ
" È�É�ÊmË  
�� "°AÈ�É�ÊmË  
��·°Å`HSÇAÈ�É�ÊmË  
��ÎÅÅ`HSÇAÈ�É�ÊmË  
��G×

Again we note that the distribution of the bandwidth is max-
min fair.

�

It is also important to note that there is a simple geomet-
ric interpretation for the water-filling approach of Equation (8)
specifying the number of flows in their saturation region. In
order to explain the geometric interpretation, we consider a
coordinate system with its x- and y-axis corresponding to the
overall allocated bandwidth and the overall fairness. For such
a system, we observe that the aggregate utility function of the
optimization problem (6) appears in the form of a piecewise
linear function. Further the slopes of consecutive linear pieces
along with the associated x-coordinates of the break points are
members of the sets¡ FU ��Y B "� �! FU ��Y C "� �X 'D;D;D; "��F  | £ (10)

and ¡ ��B  ;D'D;DE �-F`£ (11)

respectively. The key observation with regards to the water-
filling approach of Equation (8) is that the vertical line passing
through the break point ¼ represents an aggregate link band-
width assignment of ÂU ��Y B � � ¯Î�®�¦�¼)��� Â (12)

to the competing flows. Geometrically speaking, the solution
to the constraint optimization problem of (6) lies between two
values associated with the bandwidth assignment of Equation
(12) for the vertical lines passing through break points ¼ and¼�¯ " . The vertical line associated with break point ¼ specifies
the number of flows in their saturation region. The following
example shows geometric interpretation of Example 2.1.

Example 2.3 Assume the three flows of Example 2.1 are
sharing a link with capacity � . We discuss max-min fair
assignment of the link bandwidth for different values of link
capacity, � .

Fig. 2 shows the drawing of the aggregate utility function
for this particular example. From the figure we observe that for
the link bandwidths satisfying °Ø*Ù�ÚºÙ°^H Ì�Í�È�É�ÊmË the first
flow can receive its maximum requested bandwidth while the
other two flows can only receive a portion of their maximum
requested bandwidths; for the link bandwidths satisfying°^H Ì�Í�È�É�ÊmË�*q�µºGÅ`H Ì�Í�È�É�Ê�Ë the first two flows can receiver
their maximum requested bandwidth while the third flow can
only receive a portion of its maximum requested bandwidth;
and finally for the link bandwidths satisfying �Ù¸qÅvH Ì�ÍAÈ�É�Ê�Ë
all of the three flows can receive their maximum requested
bandwidths.

�
Utilizing our water-filling approach, we now formalize
our flow control algorithm at an intermediate node with
capacity � accommodating � competing flows.
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Fig. 2. Drawing of the aggregate utility function for the flows of example 2.1.

Flow Control Optimization AlgorithmÛ Initialize ÜÝ� | and �mF�� | .Û �mÞOßà�áÊâ� "¢ã Þ,��¦ " �+¡
– Üä¯·����å
– 
c� ½+¾[æF ¾ å . ��å ¤ B'� ,ã ¼)ç'è-�`åà�G��å
– çO®Ë çÔ¡�mÞOß���ép�ê�áÊ�¯ " � ã Þr�[�j¡�më�� ½+¾[æF ¾ å£ /* �mÞOßà��ép�ì�tÊJ¯ " � ã Þ,�[� */ÉQßMçOí^î£ /* çO®Ë ç */£ /* �mÞOß��tÊâ� "Ýã Þr�¦ " � */Û 
Õ� ( � F �p� | ),ã ¼)ç è-� F ����������� F  �Î¦�Üj�

As an important observation, we make note of the fact that
the time complexity of “Flow Control Optimization Algorithm”«�®�[� is linear in terms of the number of competing flows � . In
the next section, we utilize a low complexity algorithm to detect
the minimum available fair bandwidth for a set of flows relying
on the results of the current section.

Before we discuss the implementation of our flow control
protocol based on the decentralized solution of this subsection,
we note that it is also possible to envision a hybrid flow control
optimization problem that can be solved over local zones. The
idea behind proposing such a scenario is to address the trade
off between accuracy and the practicality of the solution. In
such a scenario, the optimization problem of Section II.A can
be solved over the topologies of local zones in which exchang-
ing state information is not overhead prohibitive. Applying de-
centralized approach of this subsection to local zones can then
identify the minimum fair share of each flow.

III. UTILIZING ECN MARKS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

THE PER LINK FLOW CONTROL PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the implementation of a flow con-
trol protocol based on the results of Section II.B. We start by de-

scribing utilization of a binary ECN marking technique for both
unicast and multicast flows and continue by discussing particu-
lar implications of deploying the results of Section II.B in case
of multicast flows.

A. Decentralized Flow Control Protocol

We start by describing the implementation of the general flow
control protocol. Our proposal for implementing the flow con-
trol protocol calls for utilization of a binary ECN marking tech-
nique as described by [28]. Such a marking technique relies on
receiving support from the intermediate nodes to propagate the
marks on the paths starting from the source to the receivers of a
session. The marking probability is calculated based on the ag-
gregate loads of the intermediate nodes. We note that the mark-
ing proposal of [28] is currently under consideration by Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a standardization candidate
for next generation IP packet networks. Having solved the per
link max-min fairness optimization problem of Section II.B, in
this subsection we utilize the mark-based estimation technique
of [15] to detect the bottleneck link of a unicast session. In
the next subsection, we generalize our approach to detect the
bottleneck link of a multicast session.

In what follows we briefly describe the approach of [15] and
distinguish the differences between its proposed method and
our method. The authors of [15] suggest utilizing a set of per
link power rational utility functions forming a per link convex
optimization problem. The set of utility functions are defined
such that they converge to a max-min fair distribution of avail-
able link bandwidth among a set of competing flows. Showing
that the choice of utility functions for the limiting case of an
infinite power value leads to a max-min fair allocation of the
link bandwidth among competing flows, the authors then rely
on an approximation of the max-min fair allocation for some
large number ï . Relying on duality theory and making use of
the concept of scaled shadow prices of [18], the authors pro-
pose an iterative method that will asymptotically converge to
the optimal fair share of a link in the limiting case of ïñðóò .
We recall that the shadow prices of [18] are defined as the in-
verse of the Lagrange multipliers in the optimization problem.
We note that we are investigating the exact solutions to a re-
lated but different primal optimization problem obtained from
the definition of max-min fairness instead of looking for ap-
proximated solutions to the dual optimization problem of [15].
Consequently rather than recursively calculating scaled shadow
prices, we solve the optimization problem of (6) relying on a
non-recursive approach. This leads to the introduction of exact
per link max-min fair shares at any instant of time. Addition-
ally because of introducing exact solutions relying on a non-
recursive approach, we also eliminate the need for providing a
stability discussion regarding the convergence of our approach.

Assuming that solving the set of optimization problems of
Section II.B yields to the introduction of an ordered list of per
link fair shares ¡O Bô   Cô  ;D'D;DE �õXöô £ with  Bô *� Cô * D;D;D *�®õXöô
for a unicast session traversing the set of links ¡O Bô   Cô  ;D'D;D' �õ÷öô £ ,we can specify the minimum fair share  Bô of the session as fol-

lows. Defining ø � ô §� Bù & ö -not be mistaken as indicators of La-

grange multipliers- for îú�o¡ "  ;D'D;D= è ô £ , identifying minimum
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fair share of a session traversing links ¡  Bô   Cô  ;D'D;DE �õXöô £ is equiv-
alent to specifying ø Bô in the ordered list of ¡Mø Bô  ø C ô  'D;D'D; ø)õXöô £with ø Bô ¸�ø Cô ¸ D;D'D ¸�ø õ öô . Next, we note thatû ô §�ìü��®ø Bô ��ý¹¯ D'D;D ¯Î�®ø)õXöô �®ý-þ Nÿ�ì�5ø Bô �;ü " ¯G��� � ö� Nö ��ýê¯ D;D'D ¯Î� � � öö� Nö �®ý�þ Nÿ (13)

can be approximated by ø Bô for some large number ï consid-

ering the fact that �
& ö� Nö * " for 
Ô��¡O°  ;D;D'DE è ô £ . Consequently,

identifying the bottleneck link of the session is equivalent to
conveying

û ô to the end nodes of a unicast session or as dis-
cussed subsequently to the receivers of a multicast session. As-
suming that a packet is marked at link 
 of the underlying ses-
sion with probability

" ¦ b L����¬¦à�®ø �ô ��ýâ� , the end nodes of the
session can obtain an estimate of the minimum fair share of the
session �¬¦�x3��� ô �	� Nÿ at any interval of time by measuring the
receiving rate of unmarked packets � ô � b L����c¦ û ý ô � in that
interval.

Next, we note that numerical implementation of such an al-
gorithm is unstable due to the fact that the value of � ô for largeï can be either very close to

|
or
"

depending on the value ofø � ô . To overcome the above-mentioned problem, [15] proposes
utilizing the following transformation


 � ô §��x g��� & ö �5� �ô ø � ô � (14)

and applying appropriate coefficients É � ô , � �ô to keep the value
of 
 � ô close to

"
. Adopting the proposal of [15] in the context of

our work, we note that the value of 
 � ô is guaranteed to satisfy
the following inequality" ¦���* 
 � ô * " ¯�� (15)

for every link 
 of the underlying session and some small num-
ber � by selecting É � ô �êü  �ô P ���=$ �ô P � � õ þ N��� (16)

and � �ô �G �ô P ���=$ ü  �ô P ���=$ �ô P � � õ þ N � ���� (17)

where ø � ô � Bù & ö ,  �ô �³ü  �ô P � � õ   �ô P ���=$ þ ,  �ô P � � õ indicates min-

imum guaranteed rate of the session, and  �ô P ���=$ indicates the
capacity of link 
 . For clarity, we note that Equation (13) under
the transformation of Equation (14) is changed toû ô §�êü3� 
 Bô ��ýê¯ D;D'D ¯Î� 
 õXöô �®ý�þ Nÿ�ê� 
 Bô �;ü " ¯Î��� � ö� Nö �®ýê¯ D;D;D ¯G� � � öö� Nö ��ý-þ Nÿ (18)

specifying the number of unmarked packets as

� ô � b L����¬¦ û ý ô � (19)

Having resolved the above-mentioned numerical implemen-
tation issue, we now introduce the following pair of flow
control algorithms that can be implemented respectively in
the intermediate nodes and the end nodes of a unicast or

subsequently a multicast session relying on a binary ECN
marking scheme.

Flow Control Algorithm: Intermediate NodeÛ Calculate minimum fair share of the link from “Flow Con-
trol Optimization Algorithm” of Section II.B.Û Determine the value of ø � ô � "��  �ô .Û Compute the values of É � ô and � �ô from Equation (16) and
Equation (17) respectively.Û Calculate the value of 
 � ô from Equation (14).Û Mark a packet with probability

" ¦ b L����¬¦à� 
 � ô ��ý� for
some large ï .

Flow Control Algorithm: End NodeÛ Calculate the rate of receiving unmarked packets from
Equation (19) for the previous time interval.Û Approximate minimum fair share of the path from the
source as �®� �ô � �®É � ô ��� ö � where � ô �ìü3¦�x3��� ô �Õþ B�� ý .

We note that it is highly likely for an intermediate node to have
a set of fixed values for É � ô and � �ô over the life time of a slowly
varying session and conclude that the first step of the interme-
diate node algorithm is likely to be taken only once at the time
of session establishment.

B. Multicasting Implications

In this subsection, we discuss different aspects of protocol
implementation when coping with multicast networks. With-
out loss of generality and consistent with important multicast-
ing applications such as media streaming and bulk data transfer
applications, we consider multicast tree architectures with one
source and many receivers. We observe that the proposed pro-
tocol of the previous subsection can now be utilized for multi-
cast sessions by considering a multicast session as a set of vir-
tual unicast sessions with each virtual session consisting of the
source of a multicast session and an individual receiver of the
session. Consequently depending on the requirements of the
target applications, different actions may be taken by a group
of end-nodes to report minimum fair shares of a multicast ses-
sion. In this study, we consider two scenarios. While in the
first scenario the objective is detect all of the bottlenecks of in-
dividual virtual sessions, in the second scenario the objective
is to discover the overall minimum fair share of the session.
Source centric media streaming and synchronized receiver cen-
tric bulk data transfer are among the application examples re-
lated to these two scenarios respectively. It is worth mention-
ing that synchronized protocol implementation of both of the
above-mentioned scenarios are subject to feedback implosion
problem as first pointed out in [8]. In what follows we adopt
some of the multicasting literature techniques to address the
problem in each case individually. In both cases, we assume
that the source of a multicast session initiates the discovery pro-
cess by sending pilot multicasting packets to the members of a
multicast session.

We start by addressing the first case in which the source of a
session or another centralized node may require to access bot-
tleneck information of individual receivers of the session. Con-
sidering the fact that aside from feedback implosion accessing
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per receiver information may not be a practical way of handling
the problem in large scale environments, some feedback aggre-
gation methods have been proposed in the literature of multi-
casting to cope with the issue. Examples of such techniques
can be found in [21], [24], and [35]. We adopt an aggregation
method within the lines of the above-mentioned references in
which designated receivers in local zones are used for aggre-
gating the feedback and sending the response on behalf of the
receivers of the zone to the source of the session. We note that
utilizing such a technique imposes an approximation error as
the result of reporting the average or the lowest bottleneck to
the source of the session. Next, we focus on the second case
in which the objective is to discover the overall minimum fair
share rather than all of the minimum fair shares of individual re-
ceivers of a multicast session. Reviewing the literature of mul-
ticasting reveals a rich set of asynchronous receiver-initiated
protocols proposed to eliminate feedback implosion. The ar-
ticles of [29] and [10] are of special interest to us among the
set of articles on the topic. In addition, [36] includes a general
analysis of such techniques. Considering the fact that any pro-
posed method is expected to guarantee an implosion free way
of discovering the overall minimum fair share, the following
approach is proposed as a feasible alternative. Upon the receipt
of polling packets, receivers of a multicast session set their own
timers with a random value calculating and reporting their min-
imum fair share after having an expired timer only if not having
seen a smaller fair share value reported by another receiver of
the multicast session.

IV. FLOW CONTROL FOR LAYERED AND REPLICATED

MEDIA SYSTEMS

We continue our discussion by elaborating on how the cur-
rent research work fits into the framework of layered or repli-
cated media systems over multicast IP networks. We recall that
such systems have strict real-time constraints and hence have a
need for low complexity flow control algorithms.

Noting the fact that in a layered or a replicated media system
a layer is mapped onto a multicast group, we provide the fol-
lowing briefing to describe a layered media system. Consider
a multicast media session with a partitioning of receivers into 

groups. For a session with ! receivers and
 

groups, each
group î �r¡ "  ;D;D'D=  £ consists of ! ô receivers such that !Ú�¨#" ô Y B ! ô . For such a media session a set $³�ª¡&%�B(' D;D'D ' % " £is called a partitioning of the receiver set ¡ "  'D;D'DE !Ý£ if $ is a
decomposition of the set of receivers into a family of disjoint
sets. The term group rate is used to denote aggregate receiving
rate of a receiver in the group while the term layer rate is used
to denote transmission rate to a specific layer. For an ordered
partitioning of receivers into

 
groups with ordered group rates

of ) B  ) C  'D;D'D; ) " such that ) B **) C * D'D;D **) " the layer rates
of a layered media session are calculated in the form of

)�B  )XC�¦+)�B  ) ² ¦,)XC  ;D;D'D; ) " ¦-) " ¾ B (20)

A receiver in group î subscribes to layers
"

through î receiv-
ing an aggregate rate of ) ô . Interpretation of the above formu-
lation in case of replicated media streams is also straight for-
ward. For an ordered partitioning of the receivers into

 
groups

% B  % C  ;D'D;DE % " with ordered group rates of ) B  ) C  'D;D'DE ) "such that ) B *.) C * D;D;D */) " the layer rates are the same
as the group rates. A receiver in group î only subscribes to
layer î receiving a rate of ) ô .

We now note that our formulation of the flow control prob-
lem can be applied to a layering architecture described above
by treating different multicast groups associated with differ-
ent layers as independent flows. As the result, we observe the
pleasant behavior of our centralized algorithm with a priority
mechanism implementation based on the number of end nodes
associated with a flow. Considering Condition (5) and paying
attention to the fact that for a layering architecture the relation-
ships � Bn¸ D'D;D ¸ � F
and �BÔ* D'D;D *,��F
hold, we conclude that our proposed centralized algorithm
never accommodates lower priority higher bandwidth layers
before accommodating higher priority lower bandwidth layers.
Additionally, we note that the behavior of our decentralized al-
gorithm is also the same considering the fact that the relation-
ships � B � D'D;D � � F � "
and �BÔ* D'D;D *,��F
hold. However, we make note that both of the above-mentioned
algorithms may partially accommodate different layers of a me-
dia session as the result of total available bandwidth limitations.
While this works fine for a replicated media system, a layered
media system should allow the receivers to modify their re-
porting logic such that the bandwidths of lower priority higher
bandwidth layers are applied to higher priority lower bandwidth
layers resulting in complete fulfillment of the requirements of
higher priority layers one layer at a time.

It is also important to note that considering the mapping of
the layer rates to the aggregated group rates as indicated by
Equation (20), the minimum fair share of a group is the sum of
minimum fair shares of the multicast groups representing spe-
cific layers of that group in a layered media session.

At the end of this section we point out that for small and large
size topologies, the centralized algorithm of Section II.A with
a priority mechanism based on the number of end nodes and
the decentralized algorithm of Section II.B can be respectively
utilized to specify maximum available bandwidth to individual
layers of a media system. As an example, the flow control work
of this research article can be utilized to relate the flow control
aspect of our previous research work Layered Media Multicast
Control (LMMC) to its rate allocation, partitioning, and error
control aspects as discussed in [38], and [39].

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide numerical examples to further il-
lustrate centralized and decentralized algorithms of Section II.
With the assumption that all of the bandwidth units of the cur-
rent section are the same, we do not show the units in the ex-
amples of this section. Additionally for both of the examples of
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this section, we denote �m� as the rate of the 
 -th unicast session
and �)�á� as the rate of the � -th virtual session of the 
 -th mul-
ticast session. Accordingly, we assume an unrestricted unicast
or multicast session 
 is requesting a bandwidth of � � equal to
the capacity of the bottleneck link over its path to a source. In
case of multicast session 
 , we assume a virtual session � is re-
questing a bandwidth of � �á� also equal to the capacity of the
bottleneck link over its path to a source. Taking into consid-
eration that the resulting assigned rates of the virtual sessions
belonging to the same multicast session are the same, the value
of � � for a multicast session 
 is related to the values � �á� of its
virtual sessions as � � �¶������ � �á� (21)

We point out that the solution to the standard LP problem of (4)
is represented in the matrix form�-K!L$ 0 1 �\�]v_^acb'dEe8fhg-i 2 � *,É (22)

where 0 �ªü43 N( N D;D'D 3 T( T þ 1 and � �ªü � B D;D'D � F þ 1 are �-5 " coef-
ficients and the flow vectors respectively. Further the constraint
matrix

2
and the constraint vector É are accommodating the

three constraint sets of (4). When comparing the results of the
centralized algorithm of Section II.A with those of the decen-
tralized algorithm of Section II.B, we pay attention that while
in the former case solving the linear programming problem of
(4) directly specifies the fair shares of the flows, finding the
fair shares of the flows in the latter case is equivalent to finding
the minimum fair share for that flow over the set of links on
its path. In addition, the aggregate utility of the decentralized
algorithm is obtained by summing up the aggregate utilities of
individual links.

Example 5.1 For our first example, we borrow the sam-
ple network topology of Fig. 3 from [15]. The sample topology
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the first sample network topology.

consists of six unrestricted multicast and five unrestricted
unicast sessions distributed over a total of 19 links. We note

that the six multicast sessions consist of a total of 14 virtual
sessions. Table I provides specifications of the sample network
as well as per link results of the decentralized algorithm of
Section II.B. The first four columns of Table I respectively
show a virtual session, its underlying path, its requested
bandwidth, and the resulting requested bandwidth of its flow
according to (21). While the values of the third and fourth
columns are the same in case of unicast flows, they may differ
in case of multicast sessions. This is due to the fact that the
third column value indicates the capacity of the bottleneck
link over the path of a specific virtual session while the fourth
column value is the capacity of the bottleneck link over all
of the virtual sessions of the same multicast session. The last
three columns of Table I respectively show the link number, the
link capacity, and the set of corresponding calculated session
rates according to our decentralized algorithm. Note that the
values of the last column are sorted in order, corresponding to
the value of � � for their related flows.

Next, we compare calculated fair shares of individual flows
resulting from utilizing the centralized algorithm of Section
II.A with those from the decentralized algorithm of Section
II.B. Before proceeding with the review of the results, we re-
call that the solution to the standard LP problem of (4) in case
of the sample network topology of Fig. 3 is represented in the
matrix form of (22). Considering

"�6
link constraints,

"X"
flows

along with
"X"

upper bound constraints, and
" |

ordered set con-
straints,

2
and É are of the size × | 5 "÷" and × | 5 " respectively.

Table II includes minimum fair shares of each flow and the ag-
gregate utility of the sample network as the result of applying
both centralized and decentralized algorithms of Section II. The
results of the centralized algorithm have been obtained by ap-
plying a priority mechanism in which the flow weights are set
proportional to the number of links traversed by the flow and
the number of end nodes associated with the flow respectively.

Due to the impact of local and global max-min fairness
and due to similar implementation of priority mechanism, we
expect observing different fair shares but close aggregate utility
functions when comparing the results of the first centralized
and the decentralized algorithms. Additionally due to global
consideration of max-min fairness and due to applying different
weighting functions, we anticipate observing similar fair shares
but different aggregate utility functions when comparing the
results of the first and the second centralized algorithms. The
results of Table II are in agreement with our expectations.
While we observe similar aggregate utility functions when
comparing the results of the first centralized and the decentral-
ized algorithms, we see close assignment of fair shares when
comparing the first and the second centralized algorithms. We
argue that considering an aggregate utility offset of

| HáÍ�7 along
with significant lower complexity and the lack of a need to
access state information, our decentralized algorithm is a better
choice than the first centralized algorithm for this specific
example. We also argue that from a practical stand point, the
use of the decentralized algorithm is most probably the only
choice despite the fact that the accuracy of the results vary
from case to case.

�
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TABLE I
THE PATH OF INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS AND THE FAIR SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL FLOWS FOR THE SAMPLE NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF FIG. 3.

Virtual Per Link
Session Path �-�á� ��� Link Capacity Session Rates�)Ä=B "  Å  Ò × × �B " × °  °  °  °  °  °  °� Ä~C "  Å  6  " Ç × ×  C 6 " H Ç  °`H Ç  °^HSÇ  °^HSÇ�mB "  ×  "'|  " Ç Ì Ì  ² Ì °  °  °��CQB "  Ç  "X"  " Ì Ç Ç �Ó Ì Å  Å� C�C "  Ç  " °  " Ò Ç Ç 98 Ç " HS°XÇ  " HS°XÇ  " H °÷Ç  " H °÷Ç� ² "  Ç  "X"  " Í × × 9: Ì Å  Å� Ó=B °  Ì  " °  " Ò Ì Ç 9; Ì " H Ç  " H Ç  " HSÇ  " HSÇ�)Ó~C °  Í  " ×  "�6 Ç Ç 9< × °  °� 8 °  Í  " Å  " Ò " H Ç " HSÇ 9= × °  °� : "  Å  6  " Ç × ×  BcÄ Ì Å  Å� ; B "  Å  Ò × × �B~B Ò " H Ì  " H Ì  " H Ì  " H Ì  " H Ì�>; C "  Ç  "X"  " Ì Ç ×  B¬C Í °`H Å÷ÅXÅ÷Å  °`H Å÷ÅXÅ÷Å  °`H Å÷Å!ÅXÅ� ; ² "  Ç  "X"  " Í × × �B ² " H Ç " H Ç� <QB °  Ì  " °  " Ò Ì Ç  BcÓ Ç " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷Ì!Ì�Í�><�C °  Ì  "X"  " Ì Ç Ç �B 8 "'| °`H Ç  °`H Ç  °^HSÇ  °^HSÇ�>< ² °  Í  " ×  "�6 Ç Ç �B�: Ç " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷Ì!Ì�Í� = °  Í  " ×  "�6 Ç Ç  B ; × " H Å÷ÅXÅ÷Å  " H Å÷ÅXÅ÷Å  " H Å÷Å!ÅXÅ�@?�B "  ×  "'|  " Ç Ì × �B�< 6 " H Ç  °`H Ç  °^HSÇ  °^HSÇ� ?[C "  Ç  "X"  " Í × ×  B�= Ç " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷ÌXÌ�Í  " H Ì÷Ì!Ì�Í

Example 5.2 In order to show the applicability of our
work to layered media scenarios, we utilize the sample network
topology of Fig. 4 in our second example. We note that there
are four categories of bandwidth in the sample topology of Fig.
4. In the figure, each category is represented by a different link
thickness and/or shade. The sample topology consists of six
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the second sample network topology.

unrestricted multicast and eight unrestricted unicast sessions
distributed over a total of 39 links. The six multicast sessions
consist of a total of 21 virtual sessions. We observe that
besides a stand alone multicast session, the sample topology

accommodates two layered media sessions with three and two
multicast groups respectively. While the first media session
consists of the three multicast groups � 8 , �@< , and �>= as shown
in the first column of Table III, the second session includes
the two multicast groups � ½ and �@A . Table III also provides
specifications of the sample network as well as per link results
of the decentralized algorithm of Section II.B. The first four
columns of Table III respectively show a virtual session, its
underlying path, its requested bandwidth, and the resulting re-
quested bandwidth of its flow according to (21). The last three
columns of Table III respectively show the link number, the
link capacity, and the set of corresponding calculated session
rates according to our decentralized algorithm. Note that the
values of the last column are sorted in order, corresponding to
the value of �-� for their related flows.

Next, we compare calculated fair shares of individual flows
resulting from utilizing the centralized algorithm of Section
II.A with those from decentralized algorithm of Section II.B.
We recall that the solution to the standard LP problem of (4) in
case of the sample network topology of Fig. 4 is represented
in the matrix form of (22). Considering Å 6 link constraints,

" ×
flows along with

" × upper bound constraints, and
" Å ordered set

constraints,
2

and É are of the size ÌXÌB5 " × and Ì÷ÌC5 " respec-
tively. Table IV includes minimum fair shares of each flow and
the aggregate utility of the sample network as the result of ap-
plying both centralized and decentralized algorithms of Section
II. The results of the centralized algorithm have been obtained
by applying priority mechanisms in which the flow weights are
set equally, proportional to the number of links traversed by
the flow, and the number of end nodes associated with the flow
respectively. Note that Condition (5) only holds in case of as-
signing equal flow priorities implying that the max-min fairness
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TABLE III
THE PATH OF INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS AND THE FAIR SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL FLOWS FOR THE SAMPLE NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF FIG. 4.

Virtual Per Link
Session Path �-�á� �-� Link Capacity Session Rates�vÄ "  Ç  " Å  °M×  Å÷Å Å÷Ò`H Å 6 ÅXÒvH Å 6 �B 6�6 H ×�° °M×)H Ò�ÇXÇ  °M×)H Ò�ÇXÇ  °M×)H Ò�Ç!Ç  °O×vH ÒXÇ÷Ç� B "  ×  "X"  °X° Å " H Å!× Å " H ÅX×  C 6�6 H Ò | " H ° "  " H ° "  " HSÇ!Å  " HSÇ!Ò  Í�H " Ç  ÒM×)H °MÒ��CQB "  Ç  " °  °X° Å " H Å!× Å " H ÅX×  ² Å 6 H Å÷Å " H ÇXÒ  Í^H " Ç  Í�H " Ò  Í�H 6 °��C�C "  Ç  " Å  °M×  Å�° Å÷Ò`H Å 6 Å " H ÅX× �Ó Ò | H Å | Å " H Å!×� ² "  Ç  " Å  °!Å  Å " Å÷Ò`H Å 6 ÅXÒvH Å 6 98 6 Ç`H Å÷Ì Å " H Å!×  Å÷°`H |v"  Å�°^H |`"�vÓ °  Í  " Ç  °XÇ  Å�Ç " H ÇXÒ " HSÇ!Ò 9: 6 Ç`HSÍ÷Í " HS° "  Í�H " Ç  Ò!×)H °XÒ�>8 B °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °XÅ  Å | ÒX×vHS°!Ò Ò!×)H °XÒ 9; Ò`H " × " HS° "  " HS° "  " H ÇXÅ  " H ÇXÒ  °^H Ì "� 8 C °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °!×  ÅXÅ ÒX×vHS°!Ò Ò!×)H °XÒ 9< Å!×)H × | " H ÇXÒ  Í^H 6 °�@: °  Í  " Ç  °!Ì  Å÷Ì " H ° " " HS° " 9= ÅXÌvH Ò÷Å " H ÇXÒ  Í^H " Ç  Í�H " Ò  Í�H 6 °�@; °  Í  " Ç  °XÇ  ÅX× " H ÇXÅ " HSÇ!Å  BcÄ Å÷°`H " Å " H ÇXÒ  Í^H 6 °�><QB °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °XÅ  Å | ÒX×vHS°!Ò Í�H " Ç �B~B ÒXÒvHSÍ÷Í Å " H Å!×� <�C °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °!×  ÅXÅ ÒX×vHS°!Ò Í�H " Ç  B¬C Ò | H 6 Í Å " H Å!×�>< ² °  Í  " Ç  ° "  °�Í  Å�Í Í^H " Ç Í�H " Ç �B ² ÅXÒvH Å 6 " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í  " °`HSÍ 6 Ì�Í  " °`HSÍ 6 Ì÷Í� <¬Ó °  Í  " Ç  ° "  °�Í  ÅXÒ ÒvH " × Í�H " Ç  BcÓ Ò!×)H °XÒ " HS° "  Í�H " Ç  Í!Ç`H 6 °�>=QB °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °XÅ  Å | ÒX×vHS°!Ò " HS° " �B 8 6 H Å÷Ç " HS° "  " HS° "  " H ÇXÅ  " H ÇXÒ  Å`H ÒX°�>=�C °  Ì  " ×  ° |  °!×  ÅXÅ ÒX×vHS°!Ò " HS° " �B�: 6 H | × " H ÇXÒ  Í^H " Ç� = ² °  Í  " Ç  ° "  °�Í  Å�Í Í^H " Ç " HS° "  B ; Ò`H ÅXÒ " H ÇXÒ  ÌvH Ò |�>=¬Ó °  Í  " Ç  ° "  °�Í  ÅXÒ ÒvH " × " HS° " �B�< Ò`HáÍ | Í�H " Ò� = 8 °  Í  " Ç  °XÇ  ÅX× " H ÇXÅ " HS° "  B�= ÅXÌvH ° 6 " H ÇXÒ  Í^H 6 °�>=�: °  Í  " Ç  °!Ì  Å÷Ì " H ° " " HS° "  C�Ä 6 °`H Ò�Í " HS° "  Í�H " Ç  Ò!×)H °XÒ�@? Å  6  " Ì  °÷Í  Å�Í Í^H " Ç Í�H " Ç  C=B 6 H Ì÷° " HS° "  " HSÇ!Ò  ÌvH Ò÷Å�@D Å  6  " Ò  °!Ò  Å÷Ò Í^H " Ò Í�H " Ò  C~C Å " H ÅX× " Ç`H Ì�Í  " Ç^H Ì�Í� ½ B Å  Ò ÅX×vH × | Í�H 6 °  C ² ÒXÌvH × | " HS° "  Í^H " Ç  Å÷Ò`H Å 6  Å 6 H Ì÷Ç� ½ C Å  6  " Í ÒvH Å÷Ò Í�H 6 °  C�Ó 6�6 H ° | " H ° "  Í�H " Ç  Å | H °XÒ  Å | HS°MÒ  Å | HS°MÒ� ½ ² Å  "'|  "�6  ° 6  Å 6 Í^H 6 ° Í�H 6 °  C 8 " HSÇ!Ò | H Å 6 Ç |  | H Å 6 Ç |  | H Å 6 Ç |  | H Å 6 Ç |�@A�B Å  Ò ÅX×vH × | " HSÇ!Ò  CE: " HáÍMÌ | H Ò÷Ò  | H Ò÷Ò� A	C Å  6  " Í ÒvH Å÷Ò " HSÇ!Ò  C ; 6 H ÅXÒ " H ° "  ×)H | Ò÷Ç |  ×)H | Ò÷Ç |�@A ² Å  "'|  "�6  ° 6  Å 6 Í^H 6 ° " HSÇ!Ò  CE< Í�H " Ò Í�H " Ò� AjÓ Å  6  " Ì  ° "  °÷Ç  Å÷Ç " H ÇXÒ " HSÇ!Ò  CE= Ò`H Ò " " H ÇXÒ  Í^H °XÅ ² Ä 6 ×)H ÇXÅ " HS° "  Í�H " Ç  Ò!×)H °XÒ ² B ÒXÒvH °!× Å÷Ò`H Å 6 ² C 6 ×)H Ò 6 Å " H Å!× ²~² Ò÷Ç`H Å | " HS° "  Í^H " Ç  Å÷Ò`H Å 6  ÅXÒvH ÇXÇ ² Ó " HSÇ!Å | HáÍMÌ�Ç  | HSÍ!Ì÷Ç ² 8 " H Ì!× | H Ò�°  | H Ò�° ² : " HS° " | H Ì | Ç  | H Ì | Ç ² ; Í�H " Ç " HS° "  °^H 6 Í  °`H 6 Í ² < Ò`HS°XÇ " HS° "  Å`HSÇX°  ÅvH Ç÷° ² = Í�H 6 ° " H ÇXÒ  ÌvH ÅX×

property of Definition 2.1 is not satisfied under the other two
centralized scenarios. In addition, recall that the implementa-
tion of our decentralized algorithm assigns the weighting func-
tion of a flow proportional to the number of links traversed by
that flow. As the result, the implementation of our decentralized
algorithm is closer to the second centralized algorithm than the
other two centralized algorithms.

Similar to Example 5.1, we expect observing different fair
shares but close aggregate utility functions when comparing
the results of the second centralized and the decentralized al-
gorithms respectively. Additionally, we anticipate observing

similar fair shares but different aggregate utility functions when
comparing the results of the first, the second, and the third cen-
tralized algorithms respectively. The results of Table IV are
in agreement with our expectations. While we observe simi-
lar aggregate utility functions when comparing the results of
the first centralized and the decentralized algorithms, we see
close assignment of fair shares when comparing the first, the
second, and the third centralized algorithms. Again, consider-
ing an aggregate utility offset of

" °^H 6 7 compare to the second
centralized algorithm along with significant lower complexity
and the lack of need to access state information, utilizing our
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TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF PER FLOW MINIMUM FAIR SHARES (MFS) OF THE

SAMPLE NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF FIG. 3 AS THE RESULT OF UTILIZING

OUR CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED ALGORITHMS. THE WEIGHTING

FUNCTIONS ARE SET BASED ON THE NUMBER OF FLOW LINKS AND FLOW

END NODES IN CENTRALIZED 1 AND CENTRALIZED 2 CASES

RESPECTIVELY. THE TABLE ALSO INCLUDES AGGREGATE UTILITY OF THE

SAMPLE NETWORK FOR THE CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED

ALGORITHMS.

Centralized 1 Centralized 2 Decentralized� � MFS MFS MFS� Ä " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ °�[B ×)HSÍXÇ ×vHáÍ!Ç °� C " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ " HS°XÇ� ² " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ " HS°XÇ�)Ó " H ÇXÒXÅ " H ×�ÇX° " HSÇ�>8 " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ " HSÇ�>: " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ °�>; " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ " HS°XÇ�>< " H ÇXÒXÅ " H ÌX× 6 " HSÇ�>= " H ÇXÒXÅ " H ÌX× 6 " HSÇ� ? " H °÷Ç " HS°XÇ " HS°XÇ
Aggregate Utility °X°^HáÍ 6 "X" H °÷° °÷°^H 6 Ç

decentralized algorithm is justified in case of this example. Fur-
ther considering implicit priority mechanism of a layered media
architecture and as proposed in Section IV, the bandwidths of
lower priority higher bandwidth layers can be applied to higher
priority lower bandwidth layers in order to accommodate the
requirements of higher priority layers one layer at a time.

�
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the solution to the general prob-
lem of flow control for hybrid unicast and multicast IP net-
works. We aimed at providing centralized and decentralized
optimal solutions to address inter-session fairness issue among
competing unicast and multicast flows. Relying on the stan-
dard linear programming schemes and water-filling scheme re-
spectively, our solutions to centralized and decentralized for-
mulations of the flow control problem analytically determined
maximum allowable rates maximizing a max-min fairness met-
ric. We showed that our low complexity decentralized algo-
rithm could be implemented with minimal ECN marking sup-
port from intermediate network nodes. Further, we noted that
our proposed decentralized technique did not require storing
any state information in intermediate network nodes. Addi-
tionally, we explained how the flow control results of our cur-
rent work, could be utilized in real-time media systems. Tak-
ing into consideration the low complexity of our decentralized
flow control technique, we argued that our technique could be
effectively adopted in different size unicast and multicast net-
works. We also argued that our decentralized technique is capa-
ble of coping with the varying membership dynamics of mul-
ticast groups. Finally, we compared the performance of our
centralized and decentralized solutions and illustrated their ap-
plicability in two sample network topologies. At the end, we

TABLE IV
A COMPARISON OF PER FLOW MINIMUM FAIR SHARES (MFS) OF THE

SAMPLE NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF FIG. 4 AS THE RESULT OF UTILIZING

OUR CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED ALGORITHMS. THE WEIGHTING

FUNCTIONS ARE SET EQUALLY, BASED ON THE NUMBER OF FLOW LINKS,

AND BASED ON FLOW END NODES IN CENTRALIZED 1, 2, AND 3 CASES

RESPECTIVELY. THE TABLE ALSO INCLUDES AGGREGATE UTILITY OF THE

SAMPLE NETWORK FOR THE CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED

ALGORITHMS.

Centralized 1 Centralized 2 Centralized 3 Decentralized� � MFS MFS MFS MFS� Ä " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °`HSÍ 6 Ì�Í�mB " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " Ç`H Ì�Í |÷|� C " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °`HSÍ 6 Ì�Í� ² " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °^HáÍ 6 Ì�Í " °`HSÍ 6 Ì�Í�vÓ | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç |�@8 Í " HáÍ " Å÷Å Ì÷Ò`HáÍMÅ | Ò ÌXÒ`HáÍMÅ | Ò Å | H °XÒ |÷|�@: | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Ì | Ç |�@; | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç |�@< | H Å 6 Ç | Å`H Å�ÍXÍXÇ Å`H Å�Í÷Í!Ç °^H Ì " |X|�@= | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç |� ? ÌvH Å÷Ì |÷| Å`H Å�ÍXÍXÇ Å`H Å�Í÷Í!Ç °^H 6 Í |X|� D Í^H " Ò |÷| ×vH ×�ÍXÍXÇ ×vH ×�Í÷Í!Ç Å`HSÇX° |X|� ½ Í^H Ç÷°XÇ | Í�HSÇX°XÇ | Í�HSÇX°÷Ç | Ì`H Å!× |X|�@A | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç | | H Å 6 Ç |
Agg. Utility ÌvH ÌX× |`" ×^Í�H |�6 °÷° "�6 H ÅXÒ | ° × " H | °XÇM×

would like to discuss some of the aspects of our future work.
We are currently working on the expansion of our flow control
results into a general combined framework for congestion and
flow control. Relying on the implementation of our flow control
algorithm, we are developing a reactive receiver-oriented con-
gestion control scheme that can be applied to real-time layered
media systems as well as other multicasting applications.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF OPTIMALITY FOR THE WATER-FILLING

APPROACH OF SECTION II.B

In section II.B, we formulated a per link flow control prob-
lem as a constraint convex optimization problem. We claimed
that the answer to the optimization problem of (6) is given by
Equation (8). In this appendix, we prove our claim.

First we note that for the special case of ¨ F��Y B � � ºê� the
optimal solution is trivially ���âB  �-C  H;H;H  ��F÷� . While such a
solution satisfies optimization problem of (6), it introduces an
under-utilized link. Therefore, in the rest of the proof we as-
sume that ¨ F��Y B �-�â¸©� resulting in a scenario in which at
least one of the flows is not in its saturation region. In this case
the optimal solution satisfies ¨ F��Y B �GF� �¹� , otherwise we can
find other solutions yielding larger aggregate utilities according
to the following reasoning. Assuming ¨ F��Y B � � �Æ�IH�º � ,
there exists at least one flow � that is not in its saturation re-
gion. We note that adding �·¦��JH to the rate of such a flow in-
creases the aggregate utility by a value of ������� ½j¾�½LK( À  ( À ¾ $ À( À � .
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Therefore, the optimal solution � F must satisfy the condition¨ F�3Y B �MF� �G� .
In what follows we will prove that (8) is the solution to the

optimization problem posed in (6) considering ¨ F�3Y B �MF� �¹� .
We denote the solution of Equation (8) by � F� ���MFB  H;H;H  �MFF �and another feasible solution satisfying the problem constraints
by � �¹���[B  H;H'H  �mF�� . Defining �8��� �	� ¨ F��Y B � � ��� � � , we show
that �8��� ��*Î�8��� F � for any � N�·� F and hence � F is the optimal
solution. Instead of working with the vectors � and � F , we
work with the difference vector O � � ¦�� Fú�Æ�QPOB  H;H;H  P F÷�in which P'� can be positive or negative corresponding to the
deviations from � F . Consequently, we can define the following
two ordered sets.¡�P'� N  H'H;H  P;�SRITUP'�WVJ* | £XT 
 B ºr
 C ºqH;H'H`ºr
 � (23)¡�P=� N  H;H'H  P=�ZYXTUP=�[V . | £XT � B º±� C º·H;H'H`ºÝ��\ (24)

Combining the facts ¨ F��Y B ���+*¶� and ¨ F�3Y B � F� �·� , with the
expression FU ��Y B � � � FU ��Y B � F� ¦ �Uå Y B ' P � V]' ¯ \Uå Y B P � V�*¶� (25)

we conclude that ¨ �å Y B ' P � V@'�¸¶¨ \å Y B P � V .
Now we will compare the total increase in �8��� � with the to-

tal decrease in �8��� � due to the O and will show that the total
decrease is greater than the total increase. Assuming 
 � and � å
are greater than ¼ where ¼ is the index defined by (9), we argue
that 
 � º�� å . Otherwise considering the fact that the elements
of � F are identical for 
	¸�¼ , the second optimization constraint
( � B *ª� C *´H'H;H¬� F ) is violated by considering an increase in�GF� V by a value of P � V where �Eå is the last index in the set of
positive P values and a decrease in � � R by a value of P � R where
 � . �Eå . Now, we can write the maximum total increase in�8��� � due to O asU� V�^ � R PQ�[V� � V ¯ U� V�_ Â � � �[V`��� F�[V ¯�PQ��V!�+¦ � �[V`��� F�[V ��� (26)

The second term in the above statement is equal to zero because
all of the �GF�[V ’s whose � å is less than or equal to ¼ , are already in
their saturation region and an increase in �`F��V ’s will not increase
the value of �8��� � . The total decrease in �8��� � due to O is�Uå Y B ' P � V@'� � V (27)

Now, we show that the total decrease (27) is greater than the
total increase (26) to �8��� � . This can be done by multiplying
both Equation (26) and Equation (27) by ���SR and taking into
account the fact that �-� N *Æ�-� � *IH'H;H����SR . The result of
multiplying (26) by ���SR isU��V ^ �SR P � VM� � R����V * U�[V ^ �SR P � V (28)

where the inequality holds due to the fact that ��SRG*,����V . The
result of multiplying (27) by ���SR is�Uå Y B ' P � V@'�* �Uå Y B ' P;�aV@' �-�SR� � V (29)

Again the inequality holds because ��SR ¸Ú���aV where Ê �¡ "  H;H'H  �b £ . Comparing the results of inequalities (28) and (29)
and keeping in mind that ¨ �å Y B ' P'�WV]'�¸ ¨ \å Y B PQ�[V , we conclude
thatU� V�^ � R PQ��V!���SR� � V * U� V�^ � R P=�[VJ* �Uå Y B ' P;�aVc'^* �Uå Y B ' P'�WV@' �-�dR� � V (30)

Thus, U�[V ^ �SR P � V� � V * �Uå Y B ' P � V@'� � V (31)

Inequality (30) yields that the maximum total increase in �8��� �
is less than or equal the total decrease in �8��� � implying that the
overall changes in the value of �8��� � is negative. Therefore we
conclude �8��� ��*,�8��� F'� . QED
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